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Museum doors damage
On a slightly more downbeat note, the museum doors suffered damage during storm Eunice on 18 th

February. The South exterior doors blew open, which then allowed the internal doors to also blow open
and suffer considerable damage. These will now be subject to professional assessment and then repair.
Museum computer system
The current museum computer system is nearing its end of life and an upgrade to this is now required.
It is very important to understand the requirements for the museum IT and to ensure that this upgrade
delivers an optimal and cost effective solution. A key requirement is for secure centralised storage of
all museum documentation coupled with the ability for all volunteers to be able to directly access this
from remote locations. This will remove the need for this documentation to be held on the personal
devices of volunteers with the associated issues of confidentiality, duplication, version control and lack
of access for others. Furthermore, the correct solution would enable volunteers to take advantage of
on-line collaborative working, task management and communication tools if they wished to use these
techniques. This could spare us from the endless chains of emails and attached documents cluttering up
our inboxes and computers!
As it is so important to get this right, KGET has agreed to seek advice from IT consultants and a
company called Superhighways has been approached. Superhighways are a locally based company
who specialise in advising small charities and community organisations on IT solutions. It is hoped the
work will start on 15th March. It will include conducting a survey of volunteers to understand our
processes,  tools  and  data  storage  requirements  and  an  on-site  visit  to  assess  the  current  IT
infrastructure. These plans have been discussed with the railway who will be involved as necessary
because we currently share some IT facilities. More information will be provided as this proceeds. 
Provision of refreshments
The Trustees have discussed volunteers' proposals to upgrade the refreshments area. It was important
as part of that to consider various legal requirements about food safety. We have now registered as a
food business with Hounslow council who are expected to inspect the site sometime in April. This
issue has also been discussed with the railway. 

Making the museum more accessible
An important step has been taken towards having a lift installed in the museum loading bay to finally
allow access for people with limited mobility. Martin Wicks has worked hard to make a submission to
the London Borough of Hounslow for funding, providing estimates and a fair number of supporting
documents. This has been a complex and time consuming process and thanks go to Martin for doing
this and beating a submission deadline of 10th March. Now we wait with fingers crossed!

For further information on any of these items or on other goings on at Kempton please speak with your 
team leader, or view the minutes from the KGES committee meetings on the website volunteer area.

A great Evening at the Museum! 
The evening event held at the museum on 11th 
March was  a great success. All of the 100 available 
tickets where sold, with KGET Chairman John 
Anderson purchasing the 100th ticket! No 6 ran 
faultlessly on its first public steaming of the 2022 
season. Final accounting has not yet been 
completed but a healthy profit is expected. 
As always, none of this would have been possible 
without the efforts of our dedicated volunteers, 
ranging from those who worked hard to repair No 6 
and operate it on the night, those who organised 
and prepared for the event, and of course those who 
gave up their time on the evening to ensure that our 
guests had an enjoyable and safe visit. A huge 
thank-you goes out to all of these volunteers.
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